
that support our sailors 
on the deck plates and 
around the globe. A few 
of our accomplishments 
are included in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

Beverley Singson, 
our foodservice policy 
expert, worked closely 
with others on the 
team on policy, menu, 
nutrition and design in 
support of the establish-
ment of the Naval Spe-
cial Warfare Development Group (DEVGRU) Café/
Galley Operation. NAVSUP provided food service 
financial policy procedures and guidelines, building 
updates and menu requests to support a healthy and 
nutritious feeding operation with performance-based 
feeding stations, loaded with healthy choices designed 
to fuel the warfighter based on the individual’s physi-
cal requirements. Food Service financial reports are 
audited monthly to ensure a successful operation.

Duane Wright, our foodservice equipment ex-
pert, has been working on improving galley equip-
ment. This effort has primarily been accomplished 

by Duane’s effort in establishing a regular 
equipment drumbeat with all stakeholders 
to ensure we are aligned with our partners.

Duane is also working on a foodservice 
analysis tool that will assist the daily duties of 
Navy Food Service by enhancing the ability 
to coordinate the logistics of provisions for 
each platform. Careful consideration must 
be made with the provisioning to ensure 
material supports the Navy Standard Core 
Menu, as well as maintains Master Load List 
integrity.

Food Service Management 3 (FSM3) has 
been rolled out to more than 300 Navy afloat 
and ashore commands and is almost 100 
percent complete. Navy FSM Functional Man-
ager Bobby Winn challenged the designers 
of the system saying, “It must operate on an 
SSN submarine while under water and send 
data ashore as often as possible.”

Jennifer Person-Whippo, RD, MSHS, our 

Government Food Service: Tell us a little about 
how the last year has unfolded. Discuss some ac-
complishments, any unfinished business and any 
challenges that lie ahead.

Cmdr. Danny King, SC, USN: Under the com-
mand of Rear Adm. Jonathan Yuen, Commander, Naval 
Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP) and 47th Chief 
of Supply Corps, we are charging ahead, continuously 
improving Navy Food Service. Our unity of effort 
is expressed through the commitment of the group 
of people that I have had the tremendous honor 
and privilege to work with throughout the years. I 
would like to recognize my team/family here at Naval 
Supply Systems Command Headquarters. Through 
their efforts, Navy Food Service has achieved great 
success in 2013. It is their dedication and hard work 
that makes my job as director, Navy Food Service, 
the very best job in the in the Navy!

We hold regular drumbeat meetings via telcon, with 
the United States Fleet Forces Command, United States 
Pacific Command, Type Commanders (Air, Surface, 
and Submarine), Commander Naval Installations 
Command, Commander Navy Personnel Command 
and Defense Logistics Agency Troop Support to en-
sure we are aligned and working on the right things 

Cmdr. Danny King, SC, USN, Director of Navy Food Service, 
Naval Supply Systems Command Headquarters (NAVSUP)

King

Supporting Sailors Aboard 
Ship Around the Globe

Richard LeBlanc, USN, culinary specialist 2nd class, 
Naval Security Group, and Michael Harants, NAVSUP 

corporate chef. (PHOTO COURTESY: U.S. NAVY)
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The current presentation 
silver inventory is man-
aged utilizing the Navy 
Enterprise Resource Plan-
ning (ERP) program. Navy 
silver is currently onboard 
140-plus ships/submarines, 
nine ashore locations and 
more than 40 locations in 
the United States at state 
houses, government offices, 
educational institutions 
and museums. The goal 
for 2014 hasn’t changed 
from previous years: We 
will continue our efforts to 
decrease the silver in stor-
age by distributing silver 
collections to ships and 
setting up more loans to 
non-Navy entities for view-
ing by the general public.

Recent policy changes 
for the silver program in-
clude the use of Navy ERP 
inventory spreadsheets by 
silver custodians; the ap-
praisal of silver every five 
years for assets with a value 
of $500 or higher and for 
collections having a value 
of $5,000 or higher; and 
better documentation prior 
to the transfer of silver as-

sets or collections to permanent storage.

Government Food Service: What 
is on the horizon for Navy Food Service? Were any 
initiatives implemented in 2013? If so, explain. Are 
any planned for 2014?

King: CWO5 Alicia Lawrence reported onboard 
and began heading up a team to overseee implementa-
tion of the NAVSUP P-486 Food Service Management 
of General Messes publication Integrated Working 
Group (IWG), with some of the most seasoned Navy 
Food Service professionals from across the Navy. The 
goal of the NAVSUP 486 IWG is to review and update 
this important document with the latest foodservice 
policies and changes effected by DoD, SECNAV, OP-
NAV, BUPERS and NAVSUP directives.

To align with the Chief of Naval Operations’ Sailing 
Directions, and a Secretary of the Navy initiative, part 
of Rear Adm. Yuen’s strategic plan includes driving 
solutions toward Financial Improvement and Audit 
Readiness (FIAR). As the Department of the Navy 
moves toward audit readiness, the adequacy and 
availability of supporting documents will be critical 
to a successful financial statement audit. The Office of 
Financial Management’s Military Standard Requisition 
& Issue Process Subsistence in Kind (MILSTRIP-SIK) 
program management team and the designated FIAR 

registered dietician, pushed 
out the DoD (Department 
of Defense) Go For Green 
campaign to the Navy, 
making healthy food se-
lection at the serving line 
an easy choice through a 
color code labeling sys-
tem. NAVSUP distributed 
promotional materials to 
all fleet sites in December 
2013.

Chef Michael Harants, 
CEC, CCE, AAC, our NAV-
SUP corporate chef, found 
creative ways through the 
Navy’s Adopt-a-Ship (Chef) 
program to train in 2013. 
Admittedly, training in 
2013 was not as robust as 
it has been in the past, in 
part due to reduced fund-
ing. Impact was realized in 
support for fundamental 
culinary instruction, com-
petitions and certification 
events. It is our hope that 
any future cuts in funding 
can be offset through inge-
nuity and creativity to di-
minish negative impacts on 
food quality, Subsistence in 
Kind expenses and future 
foodservice innovation.

Culinary Specialist (CS) “A” School 
and other local courses, such as Galley 
Watch Captain, remained on their stan-
dard schedules. Those CSs who have gone through 
the “C” Schools are charged to return to their com-
mands and share what they had the opportunity to 
learn with their galley shipmates.

Our greatest training success came with the move 
to use the Adopt-a-Ship program to provide culinary 
instruction to Ney Award winners and runner-up 
commands. These commands were rewarded with a 
private industry chef/instructor for a week or more. 
The chefs worked side by side with the CSs, using 
galley food and equipment the CSs use every day, 
teaching them how to apply commercial skills to 
Navy Food Service.

Lorin Schehl, our resident Navy Silver Service ex-
pert, says that silver continues to provide elaborate 
displays onboard ships during a variety of functions 
and ceremonies. Navy silver provides a great opportu-
nity to pass on Navy history during special events with 
dignitary and foreign leader participation. However, 
no matter the purpose it is used for, presentation silver 
still carries on a significant and important tradition 
in today’s Navy, as it continues to shine from sea to 
shining sea. The Navy is currently responsible for 
the management and inventory of more than 9,300 
silver assets at an estimated value of $17.9 million. 

Matthew Susienka, culinary 
specialist 1st class, USN, en-
listed aide, U.S. Fleet Forces 
Command, demonstrates 

Navy culinary skills. 
(PHOTO COURTESY: U.S. NAVY)
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managers in the Navy’s principal Budget Submitting 
Offices (BSOs), to include BUPERS and NAVSUP, are 
working together to test MILSTRIP audit controls. 
Navy Food Service is institutionalizing and integrating 
FIAR policies and procedures into normal day-to-day 
activities. Rounds of MILSTRIP-SIK testing have oc-
curred throughout the year to ensure all afloat and 
ashore commands are in compliance with the FIAR 
policy to successfully pass the audit. Meeting com-
pliance must become second nature to our business.

The Navy also developed new guidance for the 
submission of new recipes accepted in standard recipe 
card format through the TYCOMS (Type Command-
ers) utilizing the NAVSUP Food Service functional 
mailbox on the NAVSUP website. We also developed 
and implemented a recipe template and new ingredi-
ent request form, and provided new policy guidance 
for sole source food products.

In 2013, NAVSUP com-
pleted the lengthy process of 
mapping shipboard foodser-
vice equipment from evalu-
ation to installation. Often, 
the process begins when the 
TYCOM expresses a need for 
either a new make or model 
of an existing equipment 
type or requests a new prod-
uct be considered for use in 
a Navy galley. The process 
is now formalized to ensure 
applicable laws, regulations 
and safeguards are followed 
as a piece of equipment 
moves through the stages: 
test, evaluation, installation 
and support considerations 
for total life cycle logistics.

NAVSUP also contrib-
uted to the design of the 
USS Gerald R. Ford-class air-
craft carrier (CVN-78). The 
CVN-78-class aircraft carrier is designed to expedite 
replenishment of provisions by using elevators in 
the aircraft hangar to deliver pallets below deck for 
immediate storage.

In 2014, NAVSUP looks to assist Commander Naval 
Installations Command Food Service (CNIC N9) with 
the initiative to standardize the equipment for afloat 
and ashore galleys. The proposed method to align the 
enterprise’s equipment purchasing and installation 
procedures will look to replicate the afloat equip-
ment process within CNIC N9’s approval process. 
Standardizing the equipment in the two types of 
galleys will significantly and positively enhance the 
training of CSs. Jim O’Connor and Mark Emery will 
be leading our NAVSUP efforts with CNIC.

Our NAVSUP registered dietitian is hoping to put 
in place a database that funnels recipes and nutrient 
information from the DoD Combat Feeding Director-
ate (CFD-Natick Labs) so that data entry errors are 
eliminated. The Go For Green campaign will be in 

full swing throughout 2014, with the posters and 
educational materials visible in all galleys.

Capitalizing on the success of the Ney training, 
we’ll continue to use the Adopt-a-Ship program to 
provide the “training” award portion to Capt. Edward 
F. Ney Memorial Award winners this year. Winning 
and runner-up commands will have commercial chefs 
work with them ashore and afloat to continue to 
support the skills and knowledge residing within 
the community.

It continues to be our desire to have the com-
munity share their skills and knowledge with their 
culinary shipmates. Learning is a lifelong goal for 
all of us, and we learn from the many different skills 
each CS brings to the command. As CSs move to 
their next duty station, they have the opportunity 
to share their experiences and education. This shared 
knowledge can ripple through the rate, increasing the 

impact on skills, pre-
sentation and healthy 
selections. Culinary Specialist Chief Nelle Kigembe 
recently reported onboard, bringing her fleet experi-
ence to the team, which will be key to our training 
efforts.

Government Food Service: Navy Food Service 
began working toward a transformation in 2012 
by increasing culinary specialist training, improving 
menus and adding more over-the-shoulder support for 
culinary teams. Discuss how this is progressing and 
the changes to training, menus and team support. 
Can you tell us about some of the improvements 
made for culinary specialists working in the galley, 
as well as sailors eating there?

King: The Navy continued to transform culinary 
operations during 2013 by increasing CS training 
opportunities and adjusting menus to utilize less 

Scratch cooking and nutrition 
are part of the “C” School cur-
riculum as the Navy empha-

sizes fresh-made meals. 
(PHOTO COURTESY: U.S. NAVY)
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left on piers, inaccurate temperature regulation and 
inconsistent vendor packaging. Veterinary inspection 
training for foodservice personnel is tentatively sched-
uled for the first half of calendar year 2014.

Changes to the menu, updating recipes, special 
occasion recipes and nutrition-driven initiatives, 
such as Go For Green, require CSs to maintain and 
develop new culinary skills. To update and improve 
training, NAVSUP worked with the organizations 
most directly responsible for training the CSs: Afloat 
Training Groups (ATGs), NFMTs, and Combat Ser-
vice Support (CSS). These teams comprise Navy and 
civilian personnel.

With CSS, NAVSUP reviewed the Human Perfor-
mance Requirements Review evaluations of culinary 
schools and noted the emphasis on proper sanita-
tion, greater nutritional education and greater use 
of electronic recordkeeping. Professional Apprentice 
Career Track recruitment was emphasized. Scratch 
cooking and nutrition were added to the “C” School 
curriculum, and instructors began integration of FSM3 
curriculum.

To improve senior CS-led over-the-shoulder training 
of junior CSs, the fleet needed to fill vacant senior 
CS billets afloat. Navy Personnel Command (PERS) 
provided the process and guidelines to give a deeper 
understanding of how requests channel through the 

system to the Career Management Sys-
tem Interactive Detailing system. PERS 
addressed shortfalls and priority billets 
to be filled, such as the afloat khaki, 

ATG and NFMT vacan-
cies. From the drumbeat 
teleconference, NAVSUP 
and fleet representatives 
discussed the importance 
of screening and inter-
viewing high-visibility 
ashore spots, such as 
ATGs and NFMTs, though 
the process has not been 
formalized.

Government Food 
Service: How has the 
Navy Standard Core 
Menu changed? What 
is the menu cycle afloat?

King: A Continuous 
Performance Improve-
ment (CPI) event was 
completed in January 
2013 by NAVSUP and 
the fleet, which identi-
fies the policies for ingre-
dient, recipe and menu 
submission. April 2013 
was the first rollout of 
the NSCM utilizing the 
NSCM CPI timeline.

“heat-and-serve” foods. For Navy Food Service, the 
basis for all activity remains the menu. The menu 
drives training, manning, vendor orders and is the 
source of the single most important metric — cus-
tomer satisfaction.

NAVSUP solicits customer feedback on a continu-
ous basis through the Menu Review Board process. 
Quarterly, we request commands engage with the 
sailors to determine what menu items are liked or 
disliked, and to what level. This enables our galleys 
to tailor menu plans to please our customers, while 
being mindful of the cost of ingredients, nutrition and 
preparation/production time. New menu items are 
considered and tested for acceptability and viability 
by the customers, stakeholders and CFD-Natick Labs.

NAVSUP also partners with CFD-Natick Labs to 
improve the menu. With their assistance, NAVSUP 
updates menu plans once a year (in April) after re-
ceiving suggestions throughout the preceding 12 
months. New recipes or suggestions from the fleet 
are forwarded to CFD-Natick Labs, the organization 
responsible for testing all products and recipes before 
they can be approved for Navy-wide use. CFD-Natick 
Labs, of course, also assists our CSs with training. 
Last year, they updated training incorporating the 
“Bake with Less” concept in New London, Conn., for 
large-ship contingents. Navy Food Management Teams 
(NFMTs) are available to demonstrate 
multiple recipes for ingredients on the 
Master Load List (MLL) specifically in 
baking, such as using muffin mixes in 
cake and bread recipes. 
Other locations will be 
explored and scheduled.

Special meals remain 
an important consider-
ation, because the Navy 
is committed to being 
respectful of sailors’ be-
liefs, as well as a way to 
improve morale. Regular 
fleet drumbeat teleconfer-
ences address topics such 
as ordering kosher meals 
for Passover. Thanksgiving 
and other holiday meals 
are also a significant con-
sideration to maintain 
high customer satisfac-
tion. Given the unique 
ordering for such events, 
careful attention must be 
given to the food items 
received to ensure product 
safety. In 2013, NAVSUP 
refocused on the food 
inspection process and 
acceptability of product. 
This study showed more 
internal training was 
needed to correct deficien-
cies including subsistence 

Detailed and artistic carving 
skills on a watermelon by a 
Navy culinary specialist on 

display at the Navy League’s 
2013 Sea Air Space Expo. 

(PHOTO COURTESY: U.S. NAVY)
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be developed. These sauces 
can also be placed on the 
serving line for patrons to 
add to their food or use as 
dipping sauces.

Sailors are asking for 
specific sauces and flavor 
profiles that model items 
that are available in restau-
rants. Some items include 
chipotle and mole flavors; 
another example of how 
our food and menus are 
changing with the demo-
graphics of our sailors en-
tering the Navy.

Government Food Ser-
vice: How frequently are 
menu-planning and menu-
review boards held?

King: Ships at sea and 
galleys ashore all hold 
menu review boards lo-
cally monthly and those 
minutes are forwarded to 
NAVSUP quarterly. Our 
Navy Food Management 
Teams periodically conduct 
waterfront Menu Review 
Boards that bring sailors 
in from all over to ensure 
we know what foods the 

sailors truly desire.

Government Food Service: Discuss how nutri-
tion is influencing menu choices available in galleys 
afloat. Go for Green, for example, educates sailors 
to choose foods that should be eaten frequently. Is 
there any evidence that eating choices are changing?

King: Sailors eating in the galley will be able to 
identify the high-performance, moderate-performance 
and performance-limiting foods by using the traffic 
light coloring system. Evidence in the dining facility 
has not been documented; however, articles have 
circulated during 2013 that prove color coding foods 
does impact consumer choices and influence them 
to select green items.

Government Food Service: Discuss the chal-
lenge of maintaining sufficient manning in galleys 
afloat. Is it simply a matter of sufficient numbers or 
achieving an ideal mix of culinary specialists with 
different experience levels aboard ship?

King: The CNO Working Group achieved sig-
nificant success in filling khaki leadership vacan-
cies in afloat billets. Senior CS fill rates afloat are at 
capacity and continue to garner special attention 
by TYCOMs, BUPERS and NFS. Maintaining the fill 

Government Food Ser-
vice: Discuss some of the 
cost savings that result as 
more cooking for the stan-
dard core menu is prepared 
from scratch.

King: As the CNO stat-
ed in his 2014-2018 Navi-
gation Plan: “Regardless of 
reductions, we will con-
tinue to operate forward 
with ready forces, where it 
matters, when it matters.”

Rear Adm. Yuen added, 
“Further fiscal challenges 
are a near certainty, and we 
cannot leave it to chance 
that the Naval supply sys-
tem will continue to effec-
tively support warfighters 
when further reductions 
are made. Difficult deci-
sions about what we must 
continue to do and what 
we can stop doing will have 
to be made.”

Navy Food Service en-
courages changes that re-
flect good stewardship of 
taxpayers’ money. Stream-
lining catalogs and aligning 
all afloat menus to work 
from one Master Load List 
allows the Navy to capture 
some savings from bulk purchases. Though we look 
for ways to reduce costs during the initiative to move 
toward more “scratch” cooking, it is not the primary 
purpose, but we have seen cost savings.

There were two goals NFS sought to achieve fol-
lowing the CNO directive to increase scratch cook-
ing. The first goal was to improve the quality of 
food provided to our sailors. Our sailors deserve 
nutritious and delicious meals made by CSs dedi-
cated to their craft and committed to excellence in 
food service. The second goal was to maintain and 
improve skill sets for our CSs by empowering khaki 
leadership to provide over-the-shoulder training for 
CSs in the galleys and increasing the Navy Food 
Management Teams’ engagement during regional 
training activities.

Government Food Service: There were 50 items 
added to the 2013 recipe collection; how many addi-
tions are there for 2014? Changes were in response 
to feedback from sailors. What are they asking for 
and how is the input collected?

King: 2014 is the year the Navy embraced the 
“sauce trend” that has been on fire throughout in-
dustry. AIRFOR provided a recipe that includes a 
variety of sauces from which multiple recipes can 

CS2 Fridia Karani USS 
Forrest Sherman (DDG 

98) at the 2013 Sea-Air-
Space Expo.

(PHOTO COURTESY: U.S. NAVY)
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and job task analysis for 2014. It’s in the best interest 
of the rate and the fleet to continuously review and 
refine what drives curriculum development. Incor-
porating senior CSs and fleet input to drive quality 
instruction for CS “A” and “C” schools provides a 
continued path to culinary excellence. It is incum-
bent upon NAVSUP to promote marketable skills ap-
plicable to their current environment bundled with 
the preparation for their future should they choose 
to continue in a foodservice career.

Even though funding will be a challenge, we owe 
it to our Navy chefs to find ways to do more with less. 
We’ll look at brief lecture presentations with embed-
ded videos, a type of educational package utilizing 
existing training slides as an example.

The Adopt-a-Ship program will continue to push 
the bar with the community. There is tremendous 
interest by the commercial culinary community and 
the fleet for greater participation — the formula has 
to be just right to have schedules align. A shift left 
or right in dates can kill an event, and funding will 
always be an issue in today’s fiscal environment.

If funding permits, we will send our training and 
education team back out to the fleet with continued 
emphasis on fundamental skill sets, healthful cooking 
and menu education to make a firsthand assessment 
on what direction training should continue to move.

Government Food Service: The Food Service 
Management 3 (FSM3) is used throughout the Navy, 
afloat, ashore and submarines. What’s next in the 
development or improvement of this system? How 
is this used to forecast demand and improve supply 
from Defense Logistics Agency Troop Support?

rates will always be a challenge, but the increased 
emphasis brought about by the CNO’s directive pro-
duced the desired results.

The issue of vacant billets was more than not hav-
ing the authorized mix of CS rank and skill levels. 
The increased presence of khaki leadership in the 
galleys provided the means to achieve the goal of 
increasing over-the-shoulder training for the CSs. 
The younger CSs gained skills and built trust and 
confidence in their leadership, as senior CSs demon-
strated and passed along culinary techniques learned 
during years of service.

Government Food Service: Adopt-a-Ship had 52 
professional chefs who volunteered in 2012 to serve 
aboard ship. Discuss the program, how many chefs 
volunteered in 2013 and how is the program going?

King: The program continues to move in a posi-
tive direction, and 2013 was a good year for the 
program. With the addition of the Ney requirements, 
the program was able to make 50-plus placements 
with commands afloat and ashore both in the U.S. 
and overseas. 2014 should see us commit to addi-
tional marketing to increase the value of the program 
to both the fleet and culinary community. We will 
continue to solicit industry for certified executive 
chefs to be a part of this wonderful program. We 
will welcome all to apply!

Government Food Service: What other steps 
is the Navy taking to improve the education and 
training of culinary specialists?

King: NAVSUP is looking at current curriculum 

Naval Supply Systems Command (NAV-
SUP) Navy Food Service Director Cmdr. 

Danny King (left) poses with Navy 
Culinary Specialists at the 2013 Sea-Air-

Space Expo. (PHOTO COURTESY: U.S. NAVY)
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King: FSM3 replaced a legacy DOS 
system where only one person could work 
on the computer at a time and the only 
data provided to NAVSUP HQ was on 
a monthly basis. FSM3 is a web-based, 
multi-user system that replicates informa-
tion every six hours. “I can sit at my desk 
here in Mechanicsburg, Pa., and tell you 
how many green beans the USS Bataan 
had left from dinner last evening,” says 
Bobby Winn, project manager.

The system operates on a server on-
board the ship or submarine and every 
few hours sends data to a repository 
ashore that can be accessed by Navy 
leadership throughout the world on 
near real-time basis. Onboard the ship 
or sub, multiple users can access the 
system simultaneously throughout the 
ship. The bulk storeroom custodian can 
issue the food, the records keeper can 
post receipts, the cooks can convert recipes and the 
foodservice managers can check budget status all at 
the same time.

Several real-world examples of the benefits of FSM3 
have already occurred. In August 2012, the USS Porter 
collided with a Mitsui OSK Lines supertanker near 
the Strait of Hormuz in the Persian Gulf. All of their 
foodservice data had replicated ashore through Sat-
urday evening. On Monday NAVSUP was notified. 
Immediately, NAVSUP Business Systems Center was 
ordered to move the Porter’s foodservice records off 
the ship and to the ashore URL. Late Monday after-
noon or early Tuesday morning in the Persian Gulf, 
the USS Porter was up and running on an ashore 
instance of FSM 3 and only had to catch up on two 
days’ worth of records posting.

Another more recent example is the hospital ship 
USNS Mercy. The ship was loaded with more than 
$700,000 worth of provisions to head to the Philip-
pines to perform humanitarian relief after a devastating 
typhoon hit their island. The mission was canceled 
and the USS Mercy had to offload its provisions. 
NAVSUP used FSM 3 to monitor inventory levels of 
the USNS Mercy and other San Diego-based ships, 
submarines and shore facilities to assist in getting 
the food off the Mercy. This resulted in major cost 
avoidance to the taxpayer. There was almost $0.00 
in losses; and within 35 days of the order, the food 
was all off the ship.

Government Food Service: Equipment is changing 
in response to nutritional goals and the increase in 
cooking from scratch. We hear often about eliminat-
ing deep-fat fryers, for example. What direction is 
the Navy moving in equipment used on ship, what 
is being phased out and what is being phased in?

King: Equipment in general is changing in terms 
of ergonomics with respect to components and con-
trol panels. For example, most models of combi-
ovens are being built with the control panel in the 

front/side of the oven instead of being located at 
the bottom of the doors. This provides easier access 
and greatly improves safety. The Navy is also look-
ing to find equipment that can serve two, three, or 
more uses. Such equipment reduces the footprint of 
equipment in a galley, can reduce initial and repair 
costs and improves training effectiveness. A multi-
purpose combi-oven can proof, bake and warm food, 
supplanting the need for a proofing box, oven and 
a warming oven/hot box warmer.

For a number of reasons, the deep-fat fryers are 
being phased out by the Navy, afloat and ashore. 
Galleys will gradually replace the functionality of the 
fryers with a combi-oven. It is believed the switch will 
increase the nutritional value of meals and reduce 
the cost of maintenance for the Aqueous Potassium 
Carbonate System (fire extinguishing system).

Government Food Service: What are plans for 
the Navy Ney awards? Evaluations were done and 
winners selected in 2013, but the awards dinner at 
IFSEA was not held. Does the Navy plan to continue 
working with IFSEA and have an awards dinner this 
year or is that changing? There was some talk of 
joining with the Air Force and Marine Corps culinary 
awards at the NRA in Chicago.

King: Despite budget constraints and conference 
restrictions, we are determined to ensure the Navy’s 
foodservice awards program continues for years to 
come.

The 2014 Captain Edward F. Ney Memorial Award 
Food Service awards selections are well underway. 
Despite budget restrictions, NAVSUP plans to continue 
the Ney awards as a way to encourage excellence in 
Navy Food Service, which ultimately improves the 
quality of life for our sailors. At this time, we are 
making changes to make it a better program and to 
provide specialized culinary instruction to our win-
ning commands. Some of the most seasoned Navy 
foodservice professionals, consisting of representa-

Naval Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP) Navy Food 
Service Director Cmdr. Danny King (left) speaks with NAVSUP 

Corporate Chef Michael Harants. (PHOTO COURTESY: U.S. NAVY)
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tives from across the Navy, are working with us as 
a team to make these changes to the Ney program 
happen at a much-reduced cost as compared with 
previous years.

We would very much like to participate along with 
the Army, Military Sealift Command, Air Force, Marine 
Corps and the Coast Guard in a joint service-awards 
program in Chicago this spring. However, if this is 
not feasible due to budgetary constraints, first-place 
winners will be presented their awards on station by 
designated officials. NAVSUP plans to have profes-
sional chefs provide specialized culinary instruction 
onboard winning ships and stations through the 
Adopt-a-Ship program, and one representative from 
each winning command will be invited to attend a 
one-week culinary school.

Government Food Service: The Navy’s Enabler 
system automatically determines eligibility for a ration-
in-kind (RIK) meal by scanning information stored 
on the Common Access Card of any sailor or service 
member. Are ships using this system?

King: No, this program is used in ashore facili-
ties only. 

Government Food Service: In 2013, CNIC was 
assessing total cost ownership of galleys and RIK 
feeders to determine if there is any potential cost 

benefit to the entire Navy from realigning the gal-
leys under NAVSUP. Has a conclusion been reached?

King: Overall alignment of the ashore galleys 
under NAVSUP will not occur in the foreseeable 
future. Rather, NAVSUP will partner with Chief of 
Naval Installations Command Food Service (CNIC 
N9) and assist CNIC N9 in bringing about innova-
tions and improving ashore galley operations at the 
operational and strategic level. 

Members of NAVSUP are engaged with members 
of CNIC on five teams, each focusing on a particular 
area to improve. The teams will concentrate on con-
tracting, equipment, CS training, business process/
information technology and menu development. 
Currently, the teams are working to develop a plan 
of action and to establish milestones to measure 
the progress of the partnership. The teams will look 
to improve existing operations without significant 
disruption of activities by thoughtfully integrating 
new policies and initiatives. For example, new con-
tracting procedures will be implemented with new 
contracts, instead of rewriting existing contracts. 
Galley equipment will be carefully replaced with 
the same equipment aboard ships at the end of the 
natural life cycle. A measured approach to change 
will minimize disruption of operations and make 
the transition easier for all involved.

—GFS
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